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Second Inmarsat FX Satellite Launches Successfully
The second Fleet Xpress
satellite, Inmarsat F2 (I-5
F2) launched from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan, at 12:31 GMT
on 1 February 2015. Once
operational, I-5 F2 will deliver Fleet Xpress services
in the Americas and the
Atlantic Ocean Region.
The first Fleet Xpress satellite, I-5 F1, launched in
December 2013 and entered commercial service
in July 2014, powering
regional Global Xpress
services for Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. The third satellite in the constellation
is on track for launch in Q2 2015, with global availability expected early in the second half
of this year. Each Inmarsat-5 satellite is expected to have a commercial life of 15 years. A
fourth Inmarsat-5 is on order from Boeing for delivery in late 2016 as part of Inmarsat’s
US$1.6 billion programme commitment.
First global Ka-band
commercial satellite
service.
The Inmarsat-5 satellites
operate with a combination of fixed narrow spot
beams that enable Inmarsat to deliver higher
speeds through more
compact terminals, plus
steerable beams so additional capacity can be
directed in real-time to
where it’s needed.
Operating in the resilient
Ka-band, while integrating Fleet Xpress will provide seamless global coverage
seamlessly with the proven L-band network, Fleet Xpress allows customers across aviation, maritime, enterprise and government sectors to have reliable and assured access to
high-throughput communications.
With Cisco, Inmarsat has developed the Inmarsat Service Enablement Platform (ISEP) and
the Inmarsat Gateway, which will deliver a whole new world of innovative, content-rich applications – developed by Certified Application Partners – tailored to meet Global Xpress
users’ needs. "We couldn't be happier right now," said Mr. Ruy Pinto, the Chief Operations
Officer at Inmarsat. "We acquired the satellite successfully, checked all the sub-systems,
and we have completed the first big re-orientation manoeuvre.” he told BBC News.
Navarino wishes Inmarsat all the best for the next launch!
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Editor’s note
by Christian Vakarelis

Welcome to the first Newsletter of 2015.
We at Navarino hope that this year has
started well for all, and we look forward to
seeing what it will bring to our industry.
The latest step towards Inmarsat's Ka
Band Fleet Xpress service began successfully, as our cover page will tell you. That
the second satellite has been launched
well is excellent news and brings us closer
to the full service later this year. It is now
not long before the third satellite also goes
up and we wish the Inmarsat team a similarly smooth launch for that one.
Also in this edition we thought it would be
useful for our customers that we outline the
new plans that are available on today’s
primary Inmarsat service, FleetBroadband.
The new Gigabyte plans enable significantly more data allowance for a similar
cost to the previous plans, which is bringing tremendous value for money to all
users. The new 12 Gigabyte plan also
gives a realistic cost effective option to
those users that have very heavy data
needs, whether for crew welfare or business purposes.
Infinity has started the year extremely
strongly, with a full order book for this
quarter thanks to strong demand from both
our European and Asian customer bases
and also from our resellers. We have in
fact increased capacity to meet this demand. We describe in this issue some
hardware configuration updates to the
Infinity Cube and the Infinity Plus rack
mounted versions, which bring some extra
storage and capabilities to both.
Finally, we are very proud to present an
Infinity case study written by Digital Ship,
which looks at how Maersk Tankers are
using the Infinity Plus on board their vessels. Your feedback on what we present is
always welcome, so please do let us know
what you think through your Navarino Account Manager.
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Events
Navarino attends Digital Ship
Bergen in February

The AMMITEC annual Pitta
Cutting event in Piraeus
The long-established AMMITEC 'Pitta cutting' event was held for
another year on Thursday, 19 February 2015, at "Pisina" in Marina Zeas, in Piraeus. Navarino joined with several of our team,
with both account managers, technicians and management members joining the event.
Our staff were very pleased to find more than 200 peers and
friends from almost every company active in IT and Communications, as well as many ICT Managers of shipping companies attending. The event was held in a warm atmosphere, over food,
wine and good company and as ever, created the best of impressions for all its participants.

In February, we were proud to attend the Digital Ship event in
Bergen, Norway. Both Christian Vakarelis and Stratos Margaritis
were there, but the attendee that gathered most interest was the
Infinity Cube which was on the stand with them.

On behalf of all Navarino attendees, we wish to express our gratitude to AMMITEC and its members, who contributed to making
this event a huge success, and also for their members’ continuing support of us and we look forward to seeing you all at the
event next year!

Several customers took the opportunity to visit and see a demonstration of the Cube’s capabilities first hand, and there was a special amount of interest in the Virtual Machine capabilities that are
the most advanced in the market.
Mr. Margaritis explained ‘As the shipping and IT worlds become
ever more integrated, we see increasing demand from our customers to be able to link their vessels to their offices to a greater
and greater extent. The Infinity Cube allows IT managers at shipping companies much more flexibility over what can be done with
their vessels’ IT infrastructure, and actually removes the need to
send people, parts or computers on board, as all this can now be
handled remotely.’
The event also provided a chance to introduce our new colleague
working for Navarino Norway, Mr. Bernt Ramm. Mr. Ramm will be
operating in a commercial and solution engineering capacity, and
we welcome him to the Navarino team!

Digital Ship Hamburg event in March shows off Infinity Cube
In March, Christian Vakarelis, Konstantinos Katsoulis, Andreas Haralambopoulos, and Stratos Margaritis went to Hamburg to attend the second Digital Ship event of the year, and once again were joined by
the Infinity Cube. It was a very well attended event, and they were pleased to see many of their current
and prospective customers who spent a lot of time on our stand attending live demonstrations of the
Infinity Cube. Mr. Katsoulis explained that ‘Hamburg is one of the major hubs for shipping worldwide. It
is important for us to be here to show local shipping companies the latest developments in our Infinity
services, and we were really pleased to see such strong interest in the latest capabilities which are on
offer with the Infinity Cube.’
Mr. Vakarelis was also pleased to see the Infinity Cube gaining so much of the attention at the conference, ‘We see more and more
that customers are looking for several of the features which our Infinity team have developed for the Cube. Of course it is very important to us that we can meet those requirements, and this event also provided us with an opportunity to hear feedback from customers
about the features that they consider 'must-have’ but also to give us their input about what features they would like to see developed
into the Infinity portfolio of services.’

New member of our team starts working for Navarino Norway
We are delighted to present a new employee who is joining our Norway office, Mr. Bernt Ramm. Mr. Ramm will be
our Business Development Manager for the Norwegian market and he has a strong background in both the maritime and IT fields. He has previously worked for iDirect, Microsoft, Telenor and the Norwegian Navy, and he is
looking forward to the challenge of expanding the Navarino customer base in Norway. ‘I am very pleased to be
working for Navarino in Norway. Navarino has a very strong portfolio of products and services, especially in its
Infinity suite, and I look forward to continuing to build strong partnerships with customers in Norway and helping to
deliver the high standard of service for which Navarino are known.’
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Market News
New Inmarsat GB plans
increase data allowance
for vessels
This year saw the introduction of the new Inmarsat FleetBroadband plans, which have been available since January. In this article we take a look at the changes and explain which packages can now be activated to meet your
vessels data needs as of the 1st of January 2015.
The new plans significantly increase the data allowance
available each month, for a very similar cost to the previous plans and bring even more value to Fleet Broadband
users. There is also a new 12GB plan which replaces the
previous All You Can Eat plan, once that is phased out in
March. Full details are below.

Kaptanoglu chooses
Infinity Plus for fleet
Kaptanoglu, based in Turkey has a fleet of 11 vessels, a mix of bulkers and tankers, and has recently decided to install Navarino’s Infinity solution on their vessels. Kaptanoglu have chosen the Infinity
Plus, which will allow them to enable virtualization of their existing
Planned Maintenance Systems on ships. They are also looking forward to using the file synchronization and centralized management
features, and plan also to introduce crew welfare options at a later
stage through the Infinity platform.

ABC Maritime holds crew
training seminar in Athens
This March, Geneva-based ABC Maritime held
a training seminar for its ocean going crews in
Athens at the Electra Palace Hotel.

Large Allowance Plans (GB plans)
The 2GB and 6GB plans have closed for new activations
as of the 31st of December 2014. They have been replaced
by the 4GB and 8GB plans that now offer much more data
allowance at significantly lower cost per MB. Therefore,
these plans can offer much more value than the previous
plans. The monthly fee and the usage allowance of any pre
-existing 2GB and 6GB SIM cards remains unchanged as
per their current T&Cs. Only in case of an upgrade will the
existing 2GB and 6GB SIMs be able to move to the new
large allowance plans and a new minimum contract duration of 24 months will begin.
Important note: From the 1st of January 2015, no new
activations are permitted on the 200MB, 2GB and 6GB rate
plans with the exception of:
i.

Activation of additional vessels to an existing SCAP
(activated up to end 2014) until 31 December 2016

ii.

Provision of a second SIM to an existing vessel until
31 December 2016

Mr. Nikolas Papanikolaou and Mr. Stratos Margaritis from Navarino both presented to ABC
crewmembers on how to optimize their communications for both data and voice using the Infinity system installed
aboard ABC vessels. These vessels combine Infinity with either
Xpresslink or the Inmarsat large allowance plans to bring low cost
voice calling and internet access to the vessels’ crews.

New Hardware Configuration
for the Infinity Plus and Cube
As of the 1st of February 2015, the default HW configuration of Infinity Cube and Infinity Plus rack mounted version will change to
include four (4 )x HDD Disk 1TB Near Line SAS instead of three (3)
as it was previously configured. Four is the maximum capacity for
the number of discs per node and it secures better performance and
standardization of the Infinity Cube/ Plus production.
This will enable a RAID 10 configuration on each server which will
provide our customers with an additional extra Terabyte of storage,
doubling the previous one Terabyte available. Having these 2 Terabytes for storage will in turn allow for more virtual machines to operate and also extra storage for internal usage of the system.

12GB plan
A new plan with 12GB data usage allowance has been
introduced as from the 1st of January 2015 which offers an
extremely low cost per MB. This plan is compatible with all
types of FleetBroadband terminals (FB 150/250/500). The
minimum contract period is 24 months.
AYCE (“All You Can Eat”) plan
This plan will close for new activations on the 31st of March
2015. All the SIM cards activated under the AYCE plan will
continue to have the same monthly fee and usage allowance as per their existing T&Cs.
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Infinity in Digital Ship
Maersk Tankers Speaks to Digital Ship about Infinity project
Recently, Maersk Tankers
embarked on a major project to
roll out a new communications
platform across the majority of its fleet, with the aim of improving its onboard facilities while also simplifying management and
control of its infrastructure. Ken Gregers Larsen, IT project
manager at Maersk Tankers, spoke to Digital Ship about the
communications platform that is currently being rolled out to its
ships, and what the goals of the project were.
“We wanted to implement a communication platform that was
fully supported by one supplier, so that service and support
would be simple to handle for our vessel IT support,” he told us.
“We wanted to have a fixed price, with stable and good quality
communications services. That was kind of the starting point for
the project. The project was and still is mainly driven by cost
savings that go hand in hand with much better services than
what we had previously.”
Mr. Larsen is confident that rollout should be completed by the
end of this year. “The project is still ongoing. We started in the
summer of 2014 with a pilot rollout on four vessels, and we’re
currently ramping up the implementation process. The project
comprises approximately 80 plus vessels, and we expect to
complete the rollout by the end of 2015,” he explained. “We can
roll out one vessel per week. It’s very standardised now. We
prepare a lot of configuration on shore side, while on the vessel
side we provide cables and penetration kits, and the crew will
take care of cabling preparations, mounting of pedestals if that
is required, and those sorts of things. So one per week is the
rate that we can roll out.”
Technology choices
As Mr. Larsen already mentioned, a key focus for Maersk Tankers in proceeding with this project was being able to create a
communications infrastructure that could be supported entirely
by a single supplier. “As I said, the initial focus of the project
was not so much the controller, but getting a full service communication platform managed by one supplier. Infinity Plus was
offered as part of the package from our satcoms supplier,” he
told us. “Other management systems were actually introduced
as alternatives, but the ease of operation, the management
features, and the flexibility of the manufacturer led us to choose
to stay with Infinity. What’s really nice about it is that you have
centralised management, a very good overview with the Infinity
Hub, with the complete feature set in one solution, and we don’t
have to have different providers offering different management
options.”
Infinity Plus manages satellite web connectivity while providing
functions such as firewalling and routing, compression, file synchronisation, e-mail, and VoIP communication between ship
and shore. The hardware consists of a rack-mounted server
with a 64-bit Intel Core processor, allowing for the remote setup
of new virtual machines and for the installation of software applications within them, meaning applications can be deployed
and tested without the need for additional hardware onboard.
“What we really like about it is that it contains a comprehensive
set of features and functions that cover the access that we
need to offer in modern communications throughout our fleet of
commercial vessels,” said Mr. Larsen. “We have centralised
management of all our user accounts, internet security, telephony and internet access, usage control, and file transfer. So it
has turned out to be a very nice way of handling all these different aspects of modern communications for a vessel environment.”
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“In general, for the vessels we have commissioned so far we have
very positive feedback, with stability, increased bandwidth and
quality of service. A lot of communication is based on file exchange between shore and vessel, and this is noticeably better,”
Mr. Larsen explained.
“The shore application teams have had much
less incidents with these services, and that has
really reduced our operational handling errors
and miscommunications, things like that.” “We haven’t at this point
introduced new applications, but what we have noticed, is that
when we are doing updates of existing applications, it’s much easier with the new platform. We are actually now looking into different ways of doing folder replication by means of Infinity Plus,
which will make it a lot easier for vessel IT support to transfer application files and data packages between the shore and vessels.
That’s definitely a benefit we’ve seen on the operational side.”
This article is an excerpt of a Digital Ship article in the current
edition of the Digital Ship magazine.

Volvo Ocean Race continues
Only eight minutes
separated the top
three boats as
MAPFRE crossed
the finishing line
first on 28 February, making Leg 4
of the Volvo Ocean
Race one of the
tightest fought legs
in the race’s history.
As official Satellite Communications Partner for the Volvo Ocean
Race, the teams are relying on Inmarsat for cutting-edge safety
services and vessel tracking throughout the nine-month long,
38,739 nautical miles adventure.
Tens of thousands of fans came to welcome the boats to Auckland, known as the ‘City of Sails’, after 20 days of sailing 5,264
nautical miles from Sanya, China, to New Zealand – described as
possibly the toughest stage of the race so far in terms of sea conditions, especially in the South China Sea. With just four minutes
25 seconds to spare, MAPFRE was closely followed by Abu Dhabi
Ocean Racing in second place, with Dongfeng Race Team taking
third position.
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